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Abstract

Today's cultural heritage sites invest heavily to incorporate augmented, mixed and

virtual reality elements in their exhibitions. The quality of a visitor's experience now

depends a great deal on whether they are able to �nd and enjoy this digital content

during their visit. This study proposes, develops and analyzes modes of navigat-

ing digital content in a virtual heritage context, with an aim to improve discovery

of digital content without diminishing the value of embodied, self-directed explo-

ration of a heritage site. In an exploratory study, we examine methods and existing

museographical approaches to content discovery and de�ne high-level categories of

digital content discovery, or "augmented discovery." A framework for deploying these

discovery methods is then realized as software features of an augmented reality de-

vice called the AR Magic Lantern, which implements the novel World-as-Support

paradigm by projecting AR content onto physical surfaces. The primary study de-

ploys the augmented discovery categories explicit semaphore and embodied agents in

a heritage site and compares visitor experience outcomes. Trials with visitors to a

virtual cultural heritage site and subsequent analysis show that while both methods

helped visitors �nd and recall digital content during the visit, the embodied agents

were correlated with more positive feedback and increased likeliness to promote the

visit, while the explicit semaphores seemed to detract from the experience and lower

the likelihood of recommending the visit to others. Finally, we propose a repetition

of these trials, extended with the additional augmented discovery categories de�ned,

deployed in-situ at museums and heritage sites with the next generation of AR Magic

Lantern prototype.

Cultural Heritage; Virtual Heritage; Embodied Interaction; Digital Museography;

Augmented Reality; World-as-Support; ARMagic Lantern; Navigation; Active Learn-

ing





Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

Visitor orientation in cultural heritage sites has been the subject of a great deal

of research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Amongst other things, site curators carefully design the

exhibition architecture, visitor paths, displays, guidebooks, pamphlets, maps, audio

guides and kiosks to help visitors navigate and enjoy the content within. Many of

today's heritage sites also include a multitude of digital content, and visitors often

�nd it by looking for traditional signage or iconography that indicate its presence.

For example, a site may use QR codes next to an artifact or icons in the guidebook to

alert the visitor that there is supplemental digital content present [4]. However, the

digital content su�ers a disadvantage in discovery. As the visitor walks throughout

a site and looks around, they can notice features or objects that catch their eye and

approach for a closer look. The digital content, on the other hand, remains unseen

until it is activated.

Augmented reality has the potential to address this shortcoming [4, 3]. As long

as the visitor is equipped with an AR device, they are free to wander the site

and discover digital content just as they would analog content, by looking around

and noticing features. For example, the Full-Body Interaction Lab has developed

a system called "AR Magic Lantern" that projects location-aware content as the

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

visitor walks around and points the handheld device at walls and surfaces. This

facilitates the exploratory behavior by which visitors can discover digital content.

However, even with augmented reality, the digital content remains potentially undis-

covered because, unlike its analog cousin, it is not continuous. The physical points

of interest in a heritage site are naturally connected by continuous physical features

such as walkways, walls, ceilings, etc., whereas the digital points of interest do not

necessarily have this richness of interstitial space. In fact, a visitor is usually pre-

sented with a great deal of empty digital space, and research has found that visitors

abandon their devices if they are unable to easily �nd useful content [3, 6]. There is

a need, therefore, to help visitors holding AR devices discover digital content if they

are struggling to do so on their own. We propose in this study to research possible

methods of assisting discovery in a digital cultural heritage experience.

1.2 State of the Art

1.2.1 Background on Embodied Interaction

In a practical sense, embodied interaction refers to the human cognitive ability to

create meaning from context [7, p 126]. Embodiment requires action within a context

to facilitate this meaning-making, and, as such, it is dependent on a physical body,

its physical abilities, and its cultural abilities [7, p 114]. Embodied interaction

is the foundation of modern HCI; it was preceded by electrical (circuit design),

symbolic (programming languages, from punch cards to LISP and beyond), textual

(human grammar and natural language), and graphical (window-icon-menu-pointer

or WIMP systems) interaction. The most recent of these, graphical interaction in

a graphical user interface (GUI), already includes features of embodied interaction,

namely the mapping of hand movements within a physical space to cursor movements

within a logical space.

This study looks at embodied interaction in the context of HCI, which is to say

it applies concepts of embodiment to human user interaction with a technological

apparatus. However, the ontology of space and time from phenomenology can help
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us decompose and analyze this application of embodied interaction in modern com-

puting hardware and software, especially in the mobile �eld. Philosophers Henri

Bergson and Maurice Merleau-Ponty inverted the Cartesian relationship between

space and objects, wherein objects are substance inside the void of space. Instead,

embodied agents are special objects that create space around them through action

[8, p 357-60]. In other words, space always surrounds a body. Because of this, space

has a materiality (it is not empty) that necessarily comes from the subjectivity of

the embodied agent that creates it.

For a complete interpretation of embodied interfaces, we also need a concept of

the authored spatial content in which the user - the embodied agent - is taking

action. Spatial ontology in Lev Manovich de�nes this authored content as place:

that which is the "product of cultural producers" [8, p 314]. In their essay "Dialing

up the Past," Erik Champion and Bharat Dave de�ne place as "particular, unique,

dynamic, and memorably related to other places, peoples and events, and it is

hermeneutic" (emphasis theirs) [8, p 344]. In the distinction set up by Manovich,

Champion and Dave, users can create space and place, but content authors can only

create place.

Let's return to the history of HCI for a practical example: the graphical user interface

(GUI). In the schema presented above, designers of GUIs create places within the

environment (menus, windows, buttons, folders, trays, tabs, etc.). These places

have aesthetic properties (height, color, shape, etc) and behavioral properties (when

clicked, opens a new window), but it is only the movement and action of the user

within and among the places that assigns meaning to the places by creating space.

Thus even in two dimensions, embodied interaction depends on exploratory motion

and action to "unfold" the meaning of a place or places.

1.2.2 Augmented Reality and World-as-Support

When we analyze three-dimensional interfaces, we see even richer opportunities for

embodied interaction. The research and development of this study focuses on em-

bodied interaction in augmented reality (AR), which blends digital 3D content with
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physical reality. In the last several years, heritage sites have increasingly o�ered vir-

tual and augmented reality experiences to their visitors [9, 10, 11, 12]. Exhibitions

have tried a variety of di�erent implementations of AR. For example, [10] uses a

Window-on-the-World (WoW) interaction paradigm to overlay digital content on a

physical installation (see Figure 1), while a recent implementation at the Royal On-

tario Museum [9] used head-mounted AR, which requires the user to wear a headset

that blends digital content into the user's �eld of vision in real time (see Figure 2).

Finally, we see in [13] an example of Projective AR (PAR), wherein digital content

is projected onto physical surfaces.

Figure 1: Pure Land AR [2012], Shanghai Biennale, September 2012 to March 2013.
Image©Applied Laboratory for Interactive Visualization and Embodiment, CityU
Hong Kong.

Our study investigates World-as-Support (WaS), an extension of the PAR paradigm

that "attaches" digital content to the physical world in a way that facilitates and

encourages embodied interaction. In the WaS paradigm, museum or heritage site

visitors "use portable devices to augment their physical surroundings by projecting

the digital information on the physical world and use the physical world to inter-

act with digital technologies" [12] (see Figure 3). Unlike WoW and head-mounted

systems, WaS systems do not place a "digital divider" between the visitor and the

physical world. While the "digital divider" is not always problematic, it may reduce

awareness and engagement with the physical world [14], even to a degree that puts
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Figure 2: Tombseer [2017], Testing interactions during onsite visit to Royal Ontario
Museum. Image ©Isabel Pedersen.

the visitor in danger of colliding with or falling into/over unnoticed obstacles [12].

While a head-mounted system ameliorates some of these issues by widening the �eld

of vision, it is still a divider, and registration, positioning or mapping errors could

still pose a threat to user movement. The WaS system removes the divider entirely

by projecting the digital content onto physical surfaces. In addition, it eliminates the

requirement imposed by WoW and head-mounted systems that every visitor huddle

around one "window" in the former case or to have their own head-mounted device

in the latter. The WaS paradigm is therefore less isolating and more collaborative

at the system level, and a study [12] of its use in collaborative activities show higher

amounts of social interactions compared to WoW.

The WaS paradigm shares its morphology of space with embodied interaction. The

holder of the projection device unfolds the digital space around them, giving it

materiality and dimension by way of their movements and actions. Indeed, it is a

paradigm that requires movement, action, and exploration in order to function. We

can see a familiar inversion here: the meaning of the environment is not projected

onto the visitor through texts, narration, or pictography as in traditional museogra-

phy. Instead, the visitor's exploration is a space-making and thus meaning-making

activity: the meaning of the place unfolds under the active projection or projec-
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Figure 3: Refugi 307 [2017], Digital location-aware content projected onto a heritage
site using World-as-Support paradigm. Image©Narcís Parés.

tion(s) of its visitors. The WaS paradigm thus balances active learning with cultural

preservation: "A visitor appropriates space to make it a unique place according to

cultural constructs, [while] place 'perpetuates culture,' and thus in�uences the in-

habitants in turn" [8, p 337]. By distributing the means of exploration between

institution and visitor, the institution is e�ectively decentralizing their cultural au-

thority and sharing it with its visitors [15, p 123].

1.2.3 Digital Navigation and Discovery in Heritage Sites

While navigation and discovery methodologies for digital content in a heritage site

is relatively unstudied, a considerable amount of research has been done on the

use and usability of digital navigation systems for traditional (analog) content in

heritage sites. Woodru� et al. published a number of studies on an electronic guide-

book system they developed in 2001 [2]. While they are not primarily concerned

with navigation, their �ndings provide valuable qualitative data on visitor inter-

action with a mobile digital information system in a cultural heritage context. In

an informal evaluation study, they extrapolated from visitor observation and ques-

tionnaire responses three primary demands for visitor attention during a visit to a

heritage site: 1) information sources such as guidebooks, signs, displays and kiosks,
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Figure 4: Electronic Guidebook [2001], Visitors could navigate between items in the
room by tapping them on the screen.

2) the physical space itself, and 3) social interaction with companions or other visi-

tors. Visitor responses favored guidebook modes that demanded less attention (e.g.

audio-only modes) and were critical when the guidebook demanded too much of

their attention. Based on this, the authors concluded that a successful guidebook

system would e�ectively balance the attentional demands on a heritage site visitor.

Research on the e�ects of GPS on driver experience can also inform our study.

Leshed et al. published a study in 2008 that analyzed how GPS changes the way

drivers think about and engage with physical and social spaces [16]. Their re-

sults show measurable threats to a driver's engagement with their surroundings, but

also new opportunities for engagement with the environment. They identi�ed the

greatest threats to engagement coming from a common behavior of GPS users to

"blindly follow" the system's instructions, which means they 1) don't have to know

their current location or destination, 2) don't need awareness of landmarks or spatial

relationships around them, and 3) don't need to engage with the world socially to

navigate their environment. On the other hand, they observed that the environmen-

tal engagement of drivers with GPS bene�ted from 1) noticing landmarks or points

of interest invisible from the road, 2) exploring unfamiliar territory because they felt

the security of the guidance system, and 3) �nding meaning in supplemental content
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overlaid onto the GPS maps generated from personalized search results (e.g. "thai

restaurants") or from tagged points of interest (e.g. "home" or "work"). It is worth

noting that most of the positive e�ects pertain to �nding objects or new places that

would otherwise be invisible or unreachable. This points to the possibility that, at

their best, navigation systems can be powerful agents of discovery.

Another point of reference comes from studies that compare education outcomes

in traditional learning formats that use lectures and other unidirectional teaching

methods with those from more self-directed, non-linear methods [17, 18, 19, 20].

These �ndings indicate that self-direction and exploration are correlated with bet-

ter learning outcomes. We hypothesize that free and self-directed exploration of

a cultural heritage site will also correlate with positive discovery outcomes. Con-

versely, our research must also address the risk that any navigation methodology

may negatively impact the discovery outcomes during a heritage site visit.

Figure 5: MobiTags [2008], The map mode in the MobiTags system.

Supplemental semantic content in a navigational context was also the subject of a

study from 2009 which developed a semantic "tagging" system and tested it in an

electronic guidebook at a �ne art museum [3]. Drawing on analysis from Dourish

and Chalmers [21], they deconstructed navigation into social, spatial and semantic

modes and hypothesized that visitors to a heritage site often face a coincidence of all

of these modes. Their "MobiTags" system attempted to validate this hypothesis by
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focusing its design on the intersection of these modes and measuring the e�ects on

visitor experience. As in the aforementioned GPS study, their results showed positive

and negative e�ects of the system on users' engagement with their environment. On

the negative side, some visitor feedback indicated that features of the app pulled

their attention away from the exhibit, and that many visitors underestimated the

amount of time they spent using the app during their visit. On the positive side,

they observed that some visitors moved through the exhibit in ways not suggested

by the physical space, implying that the semantic and social content measurably

supplemented the navigational experience. Finally and importantly, the authors

note that the disconnect reported by some users between the semantic world of the

device's screen and the physical world of the gallery could be overcome by placing

the navigation system into the world using projections and augmented reality.



Chapter 2

Methods

The research in this paper was meant to be conducted in four stages, (a) an ex-

ploratory study that examined classic museographical approaches to content discov-

ery, (b) a design phase to de�ne our experimental approaches to content discovery,

(c) the implementation of the artifacts to support these novel approaches and (d)

user trials with the artifacts in-situ in a cultural heritage site. Due to COVID-19,

we had to adapt (c) and (d) so that we could conduct the user trials in a virtual

cultural heritage site.

2.1 Exploratory Study

2.1.1 Interviews with experts

To begin the exploratory study, we conducted semi-structured interviews with ex-

perts. The primary goals of the interviews were to a) gather data on current prac-

tices implemented or recommended by the expert for helping visitors discover her-

itage content, b) determine how they evaluate the success of these measures, and

c) brainstorm ways that our novel technology could enhance and extend these dis-

covery measures. We identi�ed an expert as any professional who makes decisions

about the construction, organization, exhibition or explanation of a cultural heritage

space, or any person that observes or studies those that perform the aforementioned

10
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activities. We interviewed three professionals in development roles at museums in

Barcelona (MUHBA, MACBA and MNAC), a professor of archaeology and digital

heritage, and the director of a tour guide company in Madrid. Most of the interviews

were conducted in-person based on a standard set of prompts [see Appendix A.1],

but in one case the prompts were sent via email to the expert and responses were

returned in written format.

2.1.2 Analysis, Feature Extraction and Category De�nition

From the interviews, we extracted a set of prominent features. In internal discus-

sions, we selected the most common features to inform the state of the art, design

and architecture of the discovery artifact.

The use of arrows or arrow-like graphics to guide museum visitors appeared with

highest frequency in the interviews and brainstorming sessions with experts, so the

�rst category extrapolated was that of explicit graphical signaling, i.e., semaphore.

The use of paper or stationary maps was mentioned with nearly equal frequency, so

we expanded the category to include any explicit, visual navigational device. For

example, some of the experts worked with or studied mobile apps used by visitors,

and a prominent feature of many museum mobile apps is navigation. Although maps

and other devices that the visitor carries with them could be placed in a separate

category from arrows on the walls/ceiling/�oor, we decided to group them all under

the category of explicit semaphore for the purposes of this research.

Another prominent feature in the interviews and brainstorming sessions with experts

was the use of human guides to support navigation and discovery. Two experts noted

the e�ective use of "permanent guides" stationed in galleries to answer visitors'

questions, and all �ve experts noted that the e�ect of human guides in general was

positive. In the brainstorming sessions, almost all the experts suggested the use of

virtual guides or characters. We can generalize these suggestions to mean elements

in the digital content that are not necessarily anthropomorphic but that appear to

have an agency of their own, such as an insect, animal or even creeping plant that

moves with intention towards a destination. We thus generalized and extracted from
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Figure 6: Expert interviews feature extraction

these analyses the category of embodied agents.

Two of the experts mentioned the use of graphical footsteps or other non-arrow

markings placed on the ground. While these could be grouped into the category of

situated semaphore, we noted a important distinction from the other members of

this category. Whereas the situated semaphores discussed were purely utilitarian,

we suspected that the graphical elements on the �oors could be design elements

unto themselves. A quick Google image search con�rmed that the design of the

way�nding graphics on �oors is far more varied and colorful than that of more

traditional semaphore [23]. Furthermore, these graphics tended to �t the theme of

the exhibition. For example, the New York Transit Museum uses lines in the style
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Figure 7: Example of explicit semaphore (Courtesy Birmingham Museum and
Art Gallery)[22]

and colors of a transit network map, while the The Pavilion of Knowledge of the

Seas used words on the �oors and walls for way�nding.

The common distinguishing feature for these �oor and wall way�nding graphics is

that they were developed as not just semaphore but as hybrids of semaphore and

content, or directional content. That is, the presence of these way�nding elements

also enriched the experience of the visit and were involved in the theme or motif of

the exhibition, whereas the explicit semaphores were made as generic as possible to

maximize clarity and minimize cognitive load.

2.2 Research Questions and Design Criteria

In the exploratory study, we compiled qualitative data from the expert interviews,

including the features and categories of existing discovery methods in heritage con-

texts as well the brainstorming feedback on how to implement discovery in a virtual

heritage experience using AR. From this exploration and analysis, we extracted three

high-level categories of discovery features that we used to inform our design process:

explicit semaphore, directional content and embodied agents. From further

literature review [26] and brainstorming, we identi�ed a fourth category, ambient
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Figure 8: Expert interviews category extraction

(a)
(b)

Figure 9: Thematic way�nding. Photo (a) by Filip Wolak, Courtesy of the New York
Transit Museum[24]. Photo (b) by Ricardo Gonçalves, Courtesy of SEGD.org[25]

semaphore. However, due to time and resource limitations, we decided when plan-

ning the implementation that this category was out of the scope of this present

experiment.

2.2.1 Digital Museography Research Question

The exploratory study and its analysis thus gives rise to the �rst research question,

which focuses on a high-level digital heritage challenge:

R1 In a digital heritage experience, how do we best assist visitors in

discovering AMVR content attached to physical locations within a site?

To facilitate the research, our hypothesis thus identi�es the independent variables
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as the augmented discovery categories revealed by the exploratory study and the

dependent variable generally as the "qualitative" outcome of the heritage site visit:

H1 Changing the category of augmented discovery in a digital heritage

experience using AMVR will signi�cantly change the visitor's percep-

tion of the quality of the experience and their awareness of the physical

features of the site.

Note that we have broken up the dependent variable, the qualitative outcome of

the heritage site visit, into two measures. In the post-experience questionnaires (see

2.4.8), we attempt to further operationalize the measurements "perception of the

quality of the experience" and "awareness of the physical features of the site" as a

series of questions and a recall exercise.

2.2.2 Design Methodology Research Question

As we examined the design and implementation challenge ahead of us within the

context of the research question R1 above, we found that it gave rise to a second re-

search question. Because there are no standardized tools or methods for developing,

testing and deploying AR content in a cultural heritage site, and also because the

World-as-Support is a novel paradigm whose implementations are still in a nascent

stage of development, we must ask another research question:

R2 How do we design and construct an e�ective artifact to prototype

and deploy content discovery features in World-as-Support Augmented

Reality experiences? Speci�cally, what features do we need to explore

di�erent full-body interaction types, metaphors, and mappings and mea-

sure their e�ects on discovery and cultural heritage experience outcomes.

2.3 In-situ Experimental Design

We had originally planned to run trials of the experiment in the Museum of the

History of Barcelona (MUHBA) Barcino exhibition with public visitors and school
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groups as participants. See Figure 10 for an overview of the original experimental

design.

Figure 10: Original experimental �ow. (a) Participants would be recruited from
public visitors to the museum as well as school group visits. In the case of the latter,
we planned to coordinate the participation ahead of time, whereas in the former we
would have recruited ad-hoc in the museum in addition to inviting participants from
the to the museum from amongst personal and academic contacts. (b) Onboarding
would have involve collecting informed consent to participate in the trial and a brief
demonstration by the researcher of how the AR Magic Lantern works. (c) During the
trial itself, the participant would explore the museum site with the lantern and notify
the researcher when they were �nished. A unique Session ID would be generated
at the beginning of the trial and used to store behavioral logs on the AR Magic
Lantern device. (d) Following the trial, the researcher would take the device back
from the participant, read the Session ID from the mobile device screen, provision
an iPad with the Session ID, and hand the iPad to the participant to begin the
questionnaire and recall exercise. (e) Back in the lab, the behavioral data would
be extracted from the mobile device and attached to the questionnaire data via the
unique Session ID.

2.4 Alternative Experimental Design

The situation involving COVID-19 and the Spanish government's response to close

all non-essential business and facilities has made it impossible to complete certain

parts of our research as planned. At the time of the closures on 14 March, 2020,

we were testing features of our prototype on-site at the Museum of the History

of Barcelona (MUHBA) Barcino excavation site. We had planned to make several

trips to the site during this time in order to iteratively test, debug, �x and retest the

features of the experimental design. Finally, the experimental design for our research

required that an Augmented Reality experience be deployed to the heritage site and
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tested with real users.

In order to continue with the experimental setup and execution, we decided to extend

the simulator environment already built in Unity into a full-�edged virtual version

of the museum visit experience. See 3.1.4 for the implementation speci�cations for

"BarcinoXR", the heritage site simulator application used in the trials.

We chose to use a between-subjects design for this experiment. The noise intro-

duced by the "learning e�ect" observed in a within-subject design could be quite

signi�cant in the context of this study, which deals speci�cally with the challenge of

helping familiarize a visitor with the map of the heritage site and the whereabouts

of its contents. Therefore, during the 2nd or Nth trial in a repeated-measures design,

the visitor would have pre-existing knowledge of the site that would introduce non-

systematic variance. See Figure 11 for an overview of the alternative experimental

design using BarcinoXR.

Figure 11: Alternative experimental �ow (BarcinoXR)

2.4.1 Experimental Groups

We divided the trial participants into three experimental groups. In the �rst two

experimental groups, when the waypoint subsystem detects that the participant

has not seen any content for 10 seconds (the "Guide Mode Delay"), it places either

an explicit semaphore for group EG.1 or an embodied agent for EG.2 into

the lantern beam for the participant to see (see Implementation). A third group,

EG.3, serves as a control group, meaning the participant, lantern, and heritage site

context function identically to the �rst two groups, but the waypoint subsystem
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is disabled and thus never shows any discovery augmentations to the participant.

We had intended to test all of the discovery categories identi�ed in the exploratory

and design phase, but due to time and resource constraints were forced to limit our

study to just two.

2.4.2 Sampling

We recruited 25 participants from amongst fellow graduate students at Universitat

Pompeu Fabra, colleagues from industry, friends and family members. There were

no demographic requirements. Participants were invited via email or social media

by sharing a link to a short web page that brie�y introduced the concept of the

Magic Lantern prototype and the purpose of the experiment 1.

2.4.3 Pre-experience "onboarding" questionnaires

The purpose of the pre-experience "onboarding" questionnaire was to collect in-

formed consent from the participant, assign them to one of the three experimental

groups, gather information about their hardware platform, and provide simple in-

structions to download, install and run the experiment application. If the participant

arrived at the onboarding questionnaire from a non-English version of the invitation

web page, the language was pre-selected to match that on the invitation. If they

came from the English version, they were �rst presented with a language selection

screen. Next, they were asked to choose their hardware platform. The questionnaire

then ran a randomizer script to assign the participant to an experimental group. The

randomizer used an "equal distribution" algorithm, which incremented a count for

each of the groups every time it performed an assignment and weighted the random-

ization such that these counts remained equal or close to equal. Using the hardware

selection and assigned experimental group, the questionnaire generated a link to the

appropriate download �le. There were six possible builds of the executable experi-

ment application �le, in two sets of three: one set built to run on Mac OSX and one

set built to run on Windows, with each set containing independent builds for each

1https://cutt.ly/ar-experiment-m
The web page is available in Catalan, Spanish and English.
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experimental group.

Note that due to technical limitations we were unable to collect any data in the

"onboarding" questionnaire that would be associated with the participant for use in

the analysis phase. This is because we didn't have or create a system to pass data

or a unique identi�er from the web-based questionnaire into the executable app. A

future version might involve a web application that builds the downloadable archive

on demand, allowing us to include a con�guration �le in the archive that could be

read by the simulator application during runtime.

The onboarding questionnaire concluded by asking the participant if they were able

to download and run the application, and o�ers links for support if they were not.

See Appendix B.1 for a list of questions.

2.4.4 Experiment �xtures and logging in the simulator appli-

cation

When the "BarcinoXR" application was launched, it loaded an experiment �xture

that had been pre-con�gured at build-time. The �xture is a function that assigns

a set of constant values to variables within the application which determine the pa-

rameters of the experiment. These parameters include Waypoint Provider variables

and Experiment Manager variables, as de�ned in the following sections.

2.4.5 Waypoint Provider variables

For groups EG.1 and EG.2, the Waypoint Provider was enabled. For EG.3, the

control group, it was disabled.

For group EG.1, the explicit semaphore group, the "Arrow Guide" was assigned

to the Guide Prefab parameter. For group EG.2, the embodied agent group,

the "Human Guide" was assigned. See 3.1.3 for details on the implementation and

behavior of each guide prefab. See Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16 for the parameters used

to control the guide system and the values used during the trials.
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Experiment Manager variables

The Experiment Manager controlled the overall �ow of the application in the ex-

periment, determining which Unity scene to show on launch, which instructional

content to show, which data store to use for logging, and the URL where the partici-

pant was directed following the experience. Upon startup, the Experiment Manager

generated a Globally Unique ID (GUID) and encoded it in base-64 to generate a

22-character SessionId that uniquely identi�ed the current experiment session.

� SceneName

This was assigned the Unity scene that contains the three-dimensional model

of the heritage site as well as the virtual AR content to be discovered by the

visitor, e.g. artifacts from Barcino like pots, pans, amphorae, etc. The scene

assigned was the same for all of the builds, "BarcinoMap_waypoints".

� ProjectId

This string was used to identify the data store on Firebase to use for log-

ging during the application (see Logging). All the builds used the same data

store ID, "upf-was-2020-exp01".

� IntroModalPrefab

This variable determined which instructional content to show to the partici-

pant before the experience began. It was the same for all builds.

� SurveyUrl

This variable determined where to redirect the participant's web browser when

the experience had completed. It injected the SessionId into the URL as a

query string parameter to be read by the questionnaire web application. It

also injected the experimental group number into the URL as a query string

parameter. Each build got its own group number.

Logging

During the experiment, the application tracked the participant's behavior and logged

it to Firebase, a cloud-based JSON store, via HTTP calls. For debugging purposes,
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it also logged environment data at application startup, such as the operating system

on which it was running. The logging was event-driven rather than sample-based,

meaning the application logged when the user interacted with it rather than �ring

every N seconds and logging the state. The application tracked and logged two event

types:

� POSITION

Whenever the participant changed their position or the orientation of their

POV, the new position and orientation was logged with a timestamp.

� OBSERVATION

Whenever any projected AR content became visible to the participant, this

event was logged with the label of the AR content (e.g. "amphora"), its posi-

tion in the map, and a timestamp.

2.4.6 Participant experience during the trial

As noted in 2.4.4, the simulator application loads a stored con�guration upon launch

that is appropriate to the participant's assigned experimental group. It also loads a

World (see 3.1.2, Software, item 1), which contains a set of items to place within the

map, towards which the augmented discovery features will direct the participant's

attention (see 3.1.3). This World was constant for all participants, and consisted of

four artifacts in the style of Roman earthenware, as well as an animated scene of

a Barcino citizen hanging laundry on a structure to dry. In other words, the map

contained all of these items in the same location for all participants. See Figure 12b

for an illustration of these items and their locations within the map.

Once the map, con�guration and World were loaded, the participant was shown

a brief textual introduction to the experience. Note that all text shown to the

participant was in the language that they chose upon launching the application. See

31 for images of these screens. The introduction also mentioned that "there are

some Roman artifacts hidden throughout the city" and encouraged the participant

to "see if [they] can �nd them." Next, the participant was placed at a starting
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point in the map, which was also constant for all participants and is indicated by

the green arrow in Figure 12b. Some onscreen instructions informed them that

they can use the arrow keys to walk around and the spacebar to walk forward.

They were then allowed to freely explore the virtual heritage site. At this point

the waypoint subsystem was activated and began rendering augmented discovery

content as appropriate to the participant's experimental group (see 3.1.3).

2.4.7 Ending the experience

During the virtual visit, the participant was informed via a static message that is

always visible onscreen that they may "Press Q when [they] are ready to leave". If

they did not press Q within 15 minutes of the start of the experience, the experience

was automatically ended.

2.4.8 Post-experience questionnaires

Following the virtual visit, a web browser is launched on the participant's computer

and they were redirected to the questionnaire web application, SoSciSurvey [27]. In-

formation such as the SessionId and the group number was encoded in the URL and

saved with the questionnaire data collected. The survey began with some standard

demographic data, including age, gender and location. It then gathered data to be

used for �ltering confounding variables, such as whether or not they have used the

BarcinoXR application before in a study and whether or not they have visited the

museum before. It proceeded with some questions about the participant's pro�le,

such as "How interested are you in history?".

The rest of the questionnaire was devoted to operationalizing the dependent variable

of the study, the qualitative outcome of the heritage site visit (see 2.2.1). To assess

particular qualities of the experience, we adapted questions from a study designed by

researchers and experts in the subject of educational tools for use in cultural heritage

settings. In their paper, APPLE Project (APP learning evaluation) [28], the authors

present a 41 question questionnaire to evaluate the qualities of an educational mobile

application which added augmented reality content to the Calafell heritage site in
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Spain. From their questionnaire, we were able to derive a 41 question questionnaire

relevant to the Barcino augmented reality experience. We divided the questions into

the following sections:

1. Reactions to the augmented discovery agents

2. Recall test for augmented content items seen

3. Reactions to qualities of the visit to Barcino

4. Reactions to the augmented content

5. Reactions to Magic Lantern technology

6. Additional comments free-text feedback

All questions except (2) and (6) above were given using a 5-point Likert scale, with

legends indicating the scale above each question and labels above the extremeties of

the scale, also on all questions. See Appendix B.2 for a list of questions.

Item recall exercise

In an attempt to operationalize the the participant's "awareness of the physical

features of the site," we constructed a multi-modal item recall exercise. This ques-

tionnaire screen asked the participant to place icons representing items they may

have seen during the experience onto a top-down view of the virtual Barcino site, in

the locations where they remembered seeing them. They could also place the items

in a region below the map �lled with question marks if they remembered seeing it

but did not remember the location where they saw it. An arrow indicated the par-

ticipant's starting position in the experience. The �ve Waypoint items (see following

section) were available as icons, as well as two that were not in the experience. See

Figure 12.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 12: Item recall exercise (a) as presented in questionnaire and (b) solved.
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Figure 13: WaypointProvider Parameters

Figure 14: Human Guide Parameters (Embodied Agent)
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Figure 15: WaypointGuide Parameters

Figure 16: Arrow Guide Parameters (Explicit Semaphore)



Chapter 3

Results

3.1 Software and Hardware Artifacts

3.1.1 Identifying Design and Research Goals

R1 is a design-oriented research problem, as it aims to use iterative design to

produce new knowledge about human-computer interaction (HCI) in ARML expe-

riences. On the other hand, R2 is primarily concerned with the production of an

artifact by means of research, and is thus a research-oriented design problem. In

his analysis "Why Research-oriented Design Isn't Design-oriented Research", Daniel

Fallman notes that many HCI projects fall somewhere in the continuum between

these two classi�cations. He also proposes that while one discipline does not have

more or less value than the other, their con�ation may have a negative impact on

both [29]. In other words, because they serve di�erent ends, one research and the

other product design, a project that hopes to combines both of them successfully

should approach them as separate problems. This distinction will become even more

important as the AR Magic Lantern prototype evolves into a true product that can

be distributed to museums and other cultural heritage sites.

There is however a strong precedent for serving both ends of the product/knowledge

continuum in digital heritage, perhaps because the museum as heritage site itself sits

27
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at the intersection of research and product development. The International Council

of Museums adopted in 2007 the following working de�nition of a museum:

A museum is a non-pro�t, permanent institution in the service of society

and its development, open to the public, which acquires, conserves, re-

searches, communicates and exhibits the tangible and intangible heritage

of humanity and its environment for the purposes of education, study

and enjoyment. [30]

As research entities, museums have studied their own conservatorial role internally

since the turn of the 20th century, and as such played a large role in developing

novel areas of research including conservation and museology [31]. Moving into

the 21st century we see more interest in democratizing knowledge and science, and

museums are expanding their role as research institutions by involving visitors in

their own process of research and development, as well as inviting extra-museum

research work into their spaces for interaction with the public [32, 33]. On the

other hand, museums and heritage sites are also evaluated as cultural products and

services, whose attractiveness to visitors - who are also customers - is vital to the

economic survival not only of their own operations but also to that of the cities or

territories in which they dwell [34].

3.1.2 Developing the "AR Magic Lantern", a design task in-

formed by research

The �rst part of this study was dedicated to developing a prototype to deploy and

test World-as-Support content in a heritage site. We approached this as a design

task, with a product as a goal. This product was a self-contained device that we

internally called the "ARMagic Lantern", after the lanterna magica, a predecessor

of the modern slide projector popularized in 18th century Europe and used as an

entertainment device until it was eclipsed by the cinema in the early 20th century

[35]. Figure 17 shows an American model from the late 19th century.
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(a) (b)

Figure 17: (a) Advertisement for the Marcy's Sciopticon from �Philadelphia and
its Environs, and the Railroad Scenery of Pennsylvania� (1875). (b) A �Marcy�
kerosene lantern, showing the position of the lamp at �v,� the lenses at �p, q,� and
�a, b�, the tray for slides at �o,� and a chimney to release the lamp's heat at �I.� The
�Marcy Sciopticon,� patented in 1869, was an easy lantern for amateurs to use, and
set the standard for subsequent American lanterns. Images and text courtesy the
Museum of American Magic-Lantern Shows [36]

This product had already been prototyped in previous studies conducted by our lab

[37, 38], but the more rigorous goals of this study begged the development of a new

generation of the prototype with a more stable hardware and software platform.

Figure 18 shows the history of the "Magic Lantern" prototypes from portable slide

projector to sophisticated mobile augmented reality apparatus.

I approached the hardware and software construction as a product development task,

with two primary user stories in mind: US.a) that of the researcher con�guring and

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: AR Magic Lantern prototypes. (a) First prototype was a simple card-
board box with a 3D-printed handle a�xed to the top. (b) Research prototype used
in this study is 3D-printed from an original Sketchup model. (c) Rendering of sub-
sequent prototype designed for public participant usage, currently in development.
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deploying the digital heritage experience and US.b) that of the heritage site visitor

as participant of this experience. The user acceptance criterion (UAC) below served

as the basis for the design parameters.

UAC Common to both user stories

Hardware:

1. The mount must stably connect the pico-projector and smartphone so they do

not move during use.

2. It must stably orient the plane of the smartphone camera with that of the

projector.

3. It must be easy to mount and unmount the smartphone.

4. It must be easy to hold by the user.

Software:

1. The app must run on iOS, as we rely on Apple hardware and software for some

of the capabilities de�ned below.

2. It must implement an AR paradigm in which virtual content is overlaid onto

the physical world, and, furthermore, in which the virtual content is attached

to speci�c coordinates in the physical world.

3. It must support as output both the smartphone screen and the projector.

4. It must adjust the virtual camera �eld-of-view for the renderer assigned to the

projector output to match the �eld-of-view of the physical projector.

5. It must not include the camera input in the projector output.

6. The background of the projector output should resemble a �ashlight beam,

that is, bright, with a solid color, and with a circular fallo� or vignette.
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UAC for user story (US.a), researcher

Hardware:

1. The mount must able to handle phones and projectors of varying size (within

a range) to accommodate tests with di�erent components.

2. When held, it must leave the smartphone screen accessible to touches by the

user.

Software:

1. The app must allow the user to browse pre-loaded digital heritage content.

2. It must allow the user to anchor this content to speci�c points in the physical

world.

3. They can also adjust the position of the content relative to its anchor.

4. They can adjust the orientation of the content.

5. They can adjust the scale of the content.

6. They can save the anchors, position o�sets, orientations and scales to disk as

a World.

7. They can restore the World from disk.

8. They can preview the digital content in the projector output.

9. They can turn o� the projector preview, as this can interfere with anchor

placement.
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UAC for user story (US.b), visitor/participant

Hardware:

1. There must be an enclosure, into which the mount hardware �ts.

2. The enclosure must �rmly secure the mount hardware so it doesn't move during

use.

3. It must be easy to hold by the user.

4. It must completely hide the smartphone from user's view.

5. It must have enough space to accommodate supplemental batteries and loud-

speakers.

6. It must allow the camera input and projector output to pass through it unob-

structed.

Software:

1. The app must allow a supervisory user, in other words a confederate non-user,

to load a World from disk.

2. It must allow the supervisory user to "start" the experience, thus hiding all

non-user UI.

3. Upon starting the experience, it must present to the supervisory user a unique

ID, which they will record and use to prepare the post-experience interview

questionnaire.

4. It must track and log the participant's location during the experiment, as

well as the lantern's orientation. In other words, it must track and log where

the user is located within the heritage site and what the user is seeing in the

lantern's projection. The log should be saved on-device for extraction during

data analysis, and should store the unique ID from (3) to associate the log

data with questionnaire data.
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3.1.3 Waypoint Subsystem Implementation

The waypoint subsystem is the part of the simulator application responsible for

determining when and how to add the augmented discovery content to the envi-

ronment. In the Unity source it is implemented as a component called "Waypoint-

Provider" that is added to the "ARGameSession" node. As the name implies, it

manages waypoints, a term appropriated by video game developers to refer to a des-

tination, intermediate or �nal, of a player or non-player character, often as part of a

path�nding system (See [39], Chapter 6). In the context of this study, a Waypoint

is an object in the loaded World that has been tagged as a point of interest and

thus an intended destination for the museum visitor.

The augmented discovery content thus attempts to direct the visitor's attention to-

wards the Waypoints. Note that in a World-as-Support device like the AR Magic

Lantern, where AR content is projected onto physical surfaces in the environment,

the positioning of this content is thus limited to these physical surfaces. Further-

more, an augmented discovery element is only useful if the visitor holding the lantern

sees it, so it must appear directly within the lantern's beam, wherever it may be

directed. Therefore, for the purposes of the implementation and discussion, we have

de�ned an element of augmented discovery content as a

Waypoint Guide: A rendered object that appears just in front of a

surface within the environment, within view of the user, whose purpose

it is to direct the user's attention towards a particular destination point

within the environment.

The waypoint subsystem calculates the position and orientation of these Waypoint

Guides based on available knowledge of the user's environment. However, even

in the AR version deployed in a physical space, this knowledge must come from

features that have been de�ned within the World loaded during the AR session.

This knowledge includes:
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� Whether the lantern's beam intersects with the �oor or ceiling. These are

calculated to exist as in�nite planes �xed at a certain distance above and

below the position of the lantern.

� Whether the lantern's beam intersects with a wall or other vertical surface.

These walls and surfaces must be placed in the World by a developer or curator,

and should closely "wrap" or "map" the physical walls and surfaces of the

deployment environment.

� Which, if any, Waypoint is visible to the lantern holder. To be considered

visible, it must be within an unobstructed line-of-sight from the holder. The

potential obstructions used in this calculation must, like the surfaces above,

be pre-de�ned in the World.

� Which Waypoint is closest to the visitor holding the lantern.

Given the knowledge above, the waypoint subsystem �rst determines which particu-

lar Waypoint will be the destination point as that which is the a) closest one visible

to the user or, failing that, b) the closest to the user. It then calculates the position

of the Waypoint Guide to render by �nding an intersection with the nearest eligi-

ble surface as described above. The system orients the rendered guide such that it

points toward the destination point. Finally, if any objects designated as Waypoints

are currently calculated as seen by lantern's beam (see Figure 13 for these metrics),

all Waypoint Guides are hidden so as not to distract the visitor. Once a Waypoint

has been "seen" by the visitor, the subsystem �ags it as such and will not choose

it as a destination when instantiating the next guide. However, once all Waypoints

have been �agged as "seen", the subsystem resets all the �ags, making all of the

Waypoints eligible again as destinations.

Each Waypoint Guide implements a common behavior script that has its own set of

parameters, shown in Figure 15. This script helps the waypoint subsystem determine

whether to show the guide, when to show it, how long it should remain instantiated

when not visible to the visitor, and how quickly to instantiate a new one after the
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last one has gone from visible to not visible. Finally, each guide also implements its

own behavior script speci�c to the guide that tells Unity how the guide will move

within the World (see Figures 16 and 14).

3.1.4 UAC for user story (US.c), visitor/participant in "Bar-

cinoXR"

As described in Alternative Experimental Design, we had to change our experimental

design to �t a virtual heritage site rather than a physical one. At that time, we had

already built a simulator environment to allow the developers and researchers to

place anchors within a rendered three-dimensional space in the same way that they

would on the Augmented Reality iPhone app in the physical heritage space. This

allowed us primarily to test the interface and behavior of the researcher-oriented app

(see UAC for user story (a), researcher ). What was lacking was a simulation of the

visitor/participant-oriented app (see UAC for user story (b), visitor/participant).

This lack gave rise to a third user story in our design process, US.c, that of a virtual

visitor to the heritage site "playing" the simulator application on their personal

computer. While much of the code could be shared with the existing simulator, we

approached the simulator application for the experiment participant as a fundamen-

tally separate application, which we called "BarcinoXR".

Hardware:

1. The simulator application "BarcinoXR" must run on a personal computer

running Windows or Mac OSX

Software:

1. The simulator application "BarcinoXR" must render a three-dimensional model

that resembles part of the heritage site or a similar environment. Borrowing

from video game terminology, we'll refer to this model as the map.

2. It must place the participant's point-of-view (POV) within the map.
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3. It must present a simple interface to permit the participant to change the

orientation of their POV, e.g. to "look around."

4. It must present a simple interface to permit the participant to change the

position of their POV, e.g. to "move around."

5. It must simulate the lantern device by projecting a beam of light and the AR

content onto surfaces in the map.

6. It must have the ability to show simple instructions before and during the

"gameplay." Additionally, because our intended participant pool included speak-

ers of English, Spanish (Castellano) and Catalan, all text in the application

must appear according to a language selection presented upon application

launch.

7. It must generate a unique ID upon launch to anonymously associate the data

logged during application runtime and the data collected by during the post-

experience interview (questionnaire).

8. It must run code that represents the "experiment." The parameters of the

experiment and their impact on the participant's experience are de�ned in

Experimental Design. Note that the participant has already been placed in

an experimental group by the time they are given the link to download the

application, so the application has access to this value as soon as it loads.

9. It must track and log the same data identi�ed in US.b. However, as we cannot

extract �les or data directly from the participant's personal computer, it must

upload the log data to a web service for later retrieval and analysis.

10. Upon completion of the experiment (see Experimental Design), it should notify

the participant that they are being forwarded to a web-based questionnaire.

After a brief pause, it should launch a web browser on the participant's com-

puter and direct it to the questionnaire URL, passing the unique ID from (7)

and the experimental group from (8) as query string parameters to be recorded

by the questionnaire software.
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3.2 Trial Results

Between 23 June and 10 July, 2020, we recruited 25 participants for the study

from an open invitation sent to peers, friends, family members, and students at the

Universitat Pompeu Fabra. Of those, 8 participants were age 25 to 29, 4 participants

were age 30 to 39, 6 participants were age 40 to 49 and 6 participants were age 51 to

75; one participant declined to report their age. We had 9 participants report Spain

as their country of residence, 11 participants report the United States of America,

and one each from Sweden, Belgium, and Canada; 2 participants declined to report

their country of residence. In terms of gender, 12 participants were female and 10

were male; 3 participants declined to report their gender.

3.2.1 Questionnaire response analysis

To begin the analysis of the questionnaire responses, we �rst sorted them by group

and then ran cross-group normality tests to determine which kind of statistical com-

parison to use. The Shapiro-Wilk test for normality was run on the group-divided

data set for each question and we found 7 of them to have normal distributions

across all groups and 28 to have a non-normal distribution in at least one group.

To measure signi�cance between group data sets, we ran Independent T-tests to

determine signi�cance between group data sets on the questions with normal dis-

tributions across all groups, and Independent Mann-Whitney tests on those with

non-normal distributions in at least one group. The tests determined that two ques-

tions,WP04_08 andWP03_04 had good statistical signi�cance (P < 0.05) between

at least two of the groups, and three others, WP03_02, WP04_09, and CQ03_06

had possible signi�cance warranting further investigation into a trend (P < 0.1).

See Figure 19 for details.

For those questions that showed signi�cant di�erences between two or more groups,

we plotted the data as quartile box plots around the median response to visualize

the di�erences. Note that the higher Likert scores represent a stronger agreement

with the statement given, from 1="strongly disagree" to 5="strongly agree".
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Figure 19: Signi�cance test results across groups. Cells where p < 0.05 are shaded
in green, p < 0.1 in yellow.

There were some signi�cant di�erences between the groups in terms of participants'

experiences with the Waypoint content. In response to the statement "The guide

distracted me from examining the projected artifacts", those participants who saw

the explicit semaphores as Waypoint Guides had a median score (IQR) of 3 (2 to 4),

compared to those who saw embodied agents, who had a median score (IQR) of 2 (1

to 2), p=0.04 (T-test) (see Figure 20a). However, explicit semaphores fared better

in response to the statement "When I didn't see any artifacts, I was bored", where

a lower score, indicating stronger disagreement, indicated less boredom. Here, those

participants who saw explicit semaphores had a median score (IQR) of 1.5 (1 to 3),

a slightly signi�cant di�erence from those in the control group who saw no guides,

who had a median score (IQR) of 3.5 (2 to 4), p=0.0525 (Mann-Whitney), and also

less than those who saw embodied agents, who had a median score (IQR) of 3 (2 to

3) (see Figure 20b).

There were also signi�cant di�erences between groups in terms of the likability of

the technological aspects of the experience. We have termed this a measure of

"technological advocacy," as a higher degree of likability implies a higher likelihood

of advocating the usage of such technology in a cultural heritage setting. In response

to the statement "I like the idea of using these projected guides in a virtual or

physical visit to the Barcino heritage site", those who saw the explicit semaphores

and those who saw the embodied agents both had a median score (IQR) of 4, but

the former had a more negative range (3 to 4) while the latter had a somewhat

signi�cantly higher range (4 to 5), p=0.0547 (Mann-Whitney) (Figure 21a). The

arrow guides had an even stronger negative e�ect in response to the statement "I like
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on experience with
content

the idea of using some kind of application or technology like this that adds virtual

imagery to a historical site during a visit." Those who saw the explicit semaphores

had a median score (IQR) of 4 (4 to 4.2), signi�cantly less than those who saw the

embodied agents, who had a median score of 5, p=0.0199 (Mann-Whitney) and also

signi�cantly less than those who saw no Waypoint Guides, who had a median score

(IQR) of 5 (4.8 to 5), p=0.0303 (Mann-Whitney) (Figure 21b).

Finally of note, we saw a possible e�ect of augmented discovery category on the

participants' advocacy of the cultural heritage site visit itself. In response to the

statement "I would recommend that others visit ancient Barcino, physically or virtu-

ally," all three groups had a median score of 4. However, those who saw no Waypoint

Guides had a slightly higher IQR (4 to 5) that may be signi�cant compared to those

who saw the explicit semaphores, p=0.0984 (Mann-Whitney). Those who saw the

embodied agents also had an IQR that included more positive values (3 to 5) (Figure

22).
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(a) (b)

Figure 21: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on technological
advocacy

3.2.2 Recall exercise results

To analyze the results of the recall exercise, we plotted the guesses for each group

over the map graphic used in the questionnaire. This map graphic also shows the

correct location of each item in the exercise with a diamond symbol. As one aim

of the analysis was to measure the accuracy of participants' guesses by group, we

measured the distance of each of their guesses from the correct point and took the

mean of these distances. However, we added a step to remove outliers by de�ning a

circular area around each correct item with a radius of 100 pixels, a distance which

corresponds to about 12 meters in the simulation. We considered those guesses

within this area to be "correct" for our analysis, and only considered correct guesses

in the calculation of the mean distance to the correct location. See Figure 23 for a

visualization of the "correct" areas and the participant guess locations.

In terms of raw scoring of the correct vs. incorrect guesses using the boundaries

de�ned above, the group that saw embodied agents, Group 2, had more correct

responses for all of the items except the "laundry hanger", for which all the groups
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Figure 22: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on cultural heritage
site advocacy

scored the same, and the "pot with handle," for which Group 1, who saw the explicit

semaphores, scored the highest. Group 3, the control group which did not see any

guides, scored the lowest on all of the items save the "laundry hanger," which, as

noted, was a 3-way tie.

We then aggregated 5 data sets from the recall exercise results for statistical analysis:

a) total of markers placed, b) fake markers placed, c) correctly placed, d) placed in

"I forgot", and e) mean distance to correct. After testing for normality and running

the appropriate tests for signi�cance, we found signi�cant di�erences for (a) total

markers placed, and possibly signi�cant di�erences in (b) fake markers placed and

(c) correctly placed (see Figure 24). Speci�cally, the accuracy of guesses for those

who saw the embodied agents, M=29.6 pixels from correct, SD=19.2, was nearly

twice that of those who saw the explicit semaphores, M=53.2 pixels from correct,

SD=14.7, p=0.0132 (T-test) (Figure 25). The group who saw arrow guides also

signi�cantly underperformed in accuracy compared to the group with no guides,

p=0.0141 (T-test), but as we can see from the plots in Figure 23c, nearly all of the

correct guesses included in the accuracy calculation in Group 3 were for a single

item, the "laundry hanger," so this may not be a useful comparison.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 23: Recall exercise results. Diamonds represent the correct location of each
item. Circular areas represent extent of results considered "correct". Opaque dots
are correct responses, while semitransparent dots are "incorrect" responses, or out-
liers. "X" markers represent guesses of items that were not in the experience, e.g.
"fake" items.
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Figure 24: Recall exercise signi�cance test results across groups. Cells where p <
0.05 are shaded in green, p < 0.1 in yellow.

Figure 25: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on item recall accu-
racy

The tests also show that there was a possibly signi�cant di�erence between the

number of "fake" markers that participants placed on the map in the recall exercise

depending on which augmented discovery category they experienced. Those who

saw explicit semaphores were twice as likely to place a marker on the map for an

item that wasn't in the experience, with median "fake" items placed (IQR) of 1 (0

to 2), compared to those who saw embodied agents, who had a median "fake" items

placed of zero, p=0.0939 (Mann-Whitney) (Figure 26a). Finally, there was a slightly

signi�cant improvement in number of correct items placed if participants saw the

human guides than if they were in the control group and were shown no guides at

all. Speci�cally, those in Group 2 who saw embodied agents were twice as likely to

correctly place a marker in the recall exercise, with a median correct score (IQR) of

2 (2 to 3), compared to those in Group 3 who had no guides, with a median correct

score (IQR) of 1 (0 to 2), p=0.0505 (Mann-Whitney) (Figure 26b).
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(a) (b)

Figure 26: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on recall exercise
performance

3.2.3 Behavioral data analysis

As described in the Logging section (2.4.5), we logged the participants' positions,

orientations, and observations throughout the experience. For observations, how-

ever, we didn't log how close the participant was to the item observed or how long

they observed it, which are the two metrics used by the waypoint subsystem to

determine whether the item was "seen" to the participant. Without this dimension,

we were unable to apply any meaningful analysis to the observation data, and, un-

fortunately, we were also unable to extrapolate these dimensions from other data

points available.

On the other hand, we were able to create several potentially meaningful metrics

from the time/positional data logged. In summary, these were:

1. Total distance walked

2. Total time in experience

3. Percent path walked
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4. Number of waypoints reached

5. Mean time between waypoints

Note that (4) and (5) above would be more meaningful measurements if we knew

when the participant was actually "seeing" the waypoint, that is, close enough to

examine it and looking at the waypoint item. As we only had the positional data, we

estimated that a participant had "reached" a waypoint if their position was logged

as within 4 meters of the item. The same estimation was used in (5).

We tested each of these derived data sets for normality and ran the appropriate tests

for signi�cance on them. We were unable to �nd any signi�cant di�erences in the

behavioral metrics depending on the group assignment of the participant. We will

nonetheless proceed to summarize the calculation methods and results.

To derive (1), we calculated the delta between each positional log entry and found the

sum of the deltas. We found that those participants who saw the explicit semaphores

walked the least, with a mean of 72.8 meters, SD=46.9m, while those who saw the

embodied agent walked a mean of 86.2 meters, SD=61.8m and those in the control

group who saw no agents walked a mean of 107.8 meters, SD=54.1m (see Figure

27a). To derive (2), we simply found the delta between the timestamp of the �rst

log entry and the last. This revealed that participants from all three groups spent

between 6 and 7 minutes in the trial before pressing the "Q" key and choosing to

leave (see Figure 27b).

To derive (3), we �rst plotted a 2D overhead view of the virtual heritage site. We

then plotted the participant's position data on top of it by interpolating the positions

in the behavioral data, which represented coordinates in the simulator, into their

corresponding coordinates on the plotted 2D image. Next, we divided the plotted

image into a grid of 7 by 18 and used that to derive a 2D histogram for the position

data, as shown in Figure 28. If a bucket in the 2D histogram had a value greater than

zero, we considered that part of the map "reached". Mean percent of path walked

for all groups was between 57 and 65 percent, with those who saw the explicit
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on time and distance
data logged during the trial

semaphores walking the least of the path and those who saw no guides walking the

most (see Figure 29a).

Figure 28: Calculating participant walk extent along the available path using a 2D
histogram

Finally, to derive (5), we took the mean of all of the time deltas between positions

for which the participant was not near a waypoint. We found that those participants

who saw arrow guides spent the most time between waypoints, with a mean of 79.8

seconds, SD=75.9s, while those who saw human guides only spent a mean of 44.4

seconds between waypoints, SD=22.0s (see Figure 29b). Note however the very large

standard deviation for Group 1 data, which may explain why the di�erence is not
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(a) (b)

Figure 29: Comparing e�ects of augmented discovery category on participant be-
havior logged during trial

signi�cant.



Chapter 4

Discussion

Our data analysis attempted to correlate a change in the category of augmented

discovery used in the experiment with a change in the qualitative outcome of the

heritage site visit. Operationalizing an "outcome" of a cultural heritage site visit

is quite subjective. For a place to start, we looked to a study co-authored by

a respected researcher in the �eld of didactic and interactive museography, Joan

Santacana Mestre, who was also one of the experts we interviewed in the Exploratory

Study (see 2.1.1).

From the questionnaires, we were able to observe the following signi�cant (p < 0.05)

advantages of using embodied agents to facilitate augmented discovery:

1. Participants found embodied agents distracted them less from observation than

the explicit semaphores.

2. Participants were more likely to recommend using AMVR in a cultural heritage

setting if they saw the embodied agents vs. explicit semaphores.

3. Participants were more likely to recall where they saw projected content within

the heritage site if they saw embodied agents vs. explicit semaphores.

The only signi�cant advantage (p < 0.05) observed in the use of explicit semaphores

was that participants reported less boredom when they didn't see any projected

48
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content compared with those that saw embodied agents. Furthermore, the explicit

semaphores actually performed signi�cantly worse than both the embodied agent

group and the control group (no guides) in response to the statement "I like the

idea of using some kind of application or technology like this that adds virtual

imagery to a historical site during a visit."

Thus the embodied agents lead to small but signi�cantly better outcomes in some

of the dimensions that we have measured compared to explicit semaphores or no

augmented discovery. We also observed a nearly signi�cant (p < 0.1) trend in the

results that deserve further investigation: participants were slightly more likely to

recommend using some kind of "projected" guides if they saw embodied agents vs.

explicit semaphores. This observation further supports a preference by participants

for the embodied agents, and, moreover, suggests that the explicit semaphores may

have detracted from the experience. Another nearly signi�cant trend that supports

this in the results shows that participants who saw explicit semaphores were less

likely than those who saw no guides at all to recommend a visit to the Barcino

heritage site. Further research might reveal a stronger correlation between the usage

of augmented discovery features and a participant's "advocacy" of a cultural heritage

site, a �nding that clearly could have consequences on the sustainability of the site

itself.

While we didn't observe any signi�cant di�erences in the behavioral data analysis

from which we can draw strong conclusions, we did see an interesting result in the

"mean time between waypoints" analysis. Here, the embodied agents had the lowest

mean time between waypoints (44.4 seconds, SD=22). This implies that participants

who saw embodied agents found the waypoints the fastest. Furthermore, since our

log analysis also reveals that all three groups spent about the same amount of time in

the experience, this means that these participants also spent the most amount of time

near the waypoints. While we can't be sure that they spent this time observing the

waypoint content (see "Limitations" below), this data suggests a possible di�erence

in the way a participant interacts with digital content depending on the type of

augmented discovery features used.
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To this point, we received a lot of anecdotal feedback and freeform responses in the

questionnaire to the e�ect of: "we would have liked to interact with the objects we

found." Certainly, further research should add such interaction to the study and

look for meaningful correlations.

4.1 Limitations and Future Work

The biggest limitation faced by this study was the closure of our test site, the

Barcino exhibition at the Museum of the History of Barcelona, due to the COVID-

19 pandemic (see 2.4). The simulator application that we built to continue the study

is obviously not a perfect substitute for the physical site. In particular, it prevented

us from properly testing the qualities of embodied interaction, which depends largely

on physical interaction with the prototype hardware, and of which the AR Magic

Lantern technology was designed to take speci�c advantage. Therefore, we expect

to repeat a version of this study in-situ at the museum when the health crisis has

passed and to obtain results that can further inform the embodied aspects of the

prototype. It is worth noting here that at the time of writing this document, the

next generation of AR Magic Lantern prototype is in production. This forthcoming

version was designed with the help of a professional industrial designer, and includes

the exterior casing that the current research prototype lacks. In addition to the

ergonomic bene�ts, the casing will hopefully enhance the familiarity or "naturalness"

of the embodied interaction with the prototype, as it should look and feel more like

exploring the space with a �ashlight. The added proximity to a familiar interaction

paradigm combined with the in-situ experience in the Barcino ruins will, we hope,

vastly improve the value of the observations.

Another limitation faced by this study was an overall low sample size. While easy

enough to distribute due to its fully digital format, the testing period was short

(roughly two weeks) and we did not have the budget to hire participants. We

expect that with more participants, some of our �ndings may not hold, but also

that others will emerge, and we hope to distribute the materials more widely in a

subsequent study. Furthermore, the original study called for participant sampling
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on-site at the cultural heritage site, the Museum of the History of Barcelona, which

received a steady �ow of visitors of all ages and backgrounds in the pre-COVID

times. We expect that this volume will return and that future trials will have access

to this larger sample pool.

Also, as noted in "Logging" (see 2.4.5), we were unable to extract some behavioral

data during analysis because our logging system did not record an "observation" of a

Waypoint in the same way that the Waypoint Subsystem recognized a Waypoint as

"seen" (see 3.1.3). This limited our ability to accurately extract some measurements

from the behavioral data, such as "number of waypoints seen", "time spent observing

waypoints" and "time spent between waypoints," and we were forced to use estimates

based only on positional data. In subsequent trials, we suggest that this shortcoming

be remedied to improve the analysis of the results.

In addition, the type of augmented discovery tested was limited to two out of the

four categories identi�ed during the exploratory study (see 2.2 and 2.4.1). We hope

that future studies will incorporate the two categories untested here.

Finally, we must note that our operationalization of the dependent variable in the

study, the "qualitative outcome of a cultural heritage site visit," was based on limited

meta-analysis and internal brainstorming. In the section "Identifying Design and

Research Goals" (see 3.1.1), we observed that the "museum as heritage site itself sits

at the intersection of research and product development." Museums hold vast stores

of research on the interactions between their exhibitions and their visitors, including

what makes them successful. Therefore, in addition to a more exhaustive meta-

analysis of the literature, we hope that future studies work directly with curators and

heritage site administration to build measurements and tools that more accurately

re�ect the depth and breadth of their internal expertise.

4.2 Conclusions

Museums and other cultural heritage institutions have been rapidly adding digital

content to their exhibits, and, more recently, they have begun using augmented,
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virtual and mixed reality (AMVR) as supplemental or even primary content. While

a great deal of research has been conducted on navigation and discovery of tradi-

tional content in cultural heritage sites, we noted a lack of similar research for digital

content. At the same time, we were facing a practical challenge with the novel aug-

mented reality prototype that our lab has been developing, the AR Magic Lantern.

This �ashlight-like device allows users to see into the past by projecting digital con-

tent onto the walls, �oors and other surfaces of a cultural heritage site. However,

the digital content is not continuous, leaving large empty spaces or digital voids in

the augmented reality experience. Concerned that visitors holding the AR Magic

Lantern would grow frustrated when lost in one of these voids, we began devising a

study of methods to help them �nd the digital content. We kept in mind from the

start that the World-as-Support paradigm promotes context awareness, environment

awareness, and social awareness [38], and thus any assistance we o�er the visitor

risks detracting from these awareness categories. Therefore, we intentionally distin-

guished our approach from the types of direct guidance found in traditional GPS

systems and instead attempted to de�ne and study methods of augmented discovery,

i.e. content discovery aids that could be deployed in an augmented reality context.

In our exploratory study, we devised four categories of augmented discovery ap-

proaches based on interviews with cultural heritage experts on traditional and novel

museographical approaches to helping visitors navigate content. Our hypothesis was

that changing the category of augmented discovery would have a signi�cant impact

on the quality of their visit. The two types of augmented discovery tested were ex-

plicit semaphores and embodied agents, the former implemented as �oating arrows

and the latter as a Roman boy walking towards the point of interest.

Our results and analysis validate this hypothesis. In two out of three signi�cant

measurements, the existence of an embodied agent for augmented discovery led to

more positive outcomes for the participant compared to explicit semaphores or no

augmented discovery features: participants who saw the Roman boy as their guide

were much better at recalling the location of the digital content projected by the AR

Magic Lantern, were better able to focus on the digital content and were more likely
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to advocate for the use of AMVR guides in museums. The arrow guides did perform

better when it came to reducing a reported feeling of boredom when the participant

didn't see any digital content, but this may have been an e�ect of diminished overall

engagement with the virtualized heritage site.

While the use of any augmented discovery features did universally improve the par-

ticipants' ability to �nd and recall the digital content, we also noted that by more

than one measurement the augmented discovery features can signi�cantly detract

from a heritage site visitor's experience. For example, compared to the control

group, the participants with arrow guides were less likely to advocate for the use of

AMVR in museums and also less likely to recommend visiting the speci�c heritage

site tested, the Museum of History of Barcelona Barcino excavation. These �nd-

ings should encourage the further study of how the choice and implementation of

AMVR paradigms such as Window-on-the-World and World-as-Support can have a

signi�cant e�ect on the experience of a cultural heritage site visitor.

This may be especially true when talking about the subset of AMVR systems re-

sponsible for guidance or discovery. We started this paper with a brief survey of

some of the ways technology has changed discovery in cultural heritage sites, from

low-tech devices like signs and printed waypointing to advanced navigation appli-

cations that run on kiosks or in mobile devices carried by visitors. We also looked

at the way GPS has changed our relationship with the physical world around us in

positive and negative ways. And before that still, the paper began with an enig-

matic title: The Territory is the Map. It refers to a philosophical axiom by Polish

semantics scholar Alfred Korzybski published in 1931 that dictates a gap between a

representation and the thing it represents:

A map is not the territory it represents, but, if correct, it has a similar

structure to the territory, which accounts for its usefulness. [40, p 58]

Jorge Luis Borges imagined what might happen if that gap were disrespected in a

short story from 1946, Del rigor en la ciencia:
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. . . In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection

that the map of a single Province occupied the entirety of a City, and

the map of the Empire, the entirety of a Province. In time, those Uncon-

scionable Maps no longer satis�ed, and the Cartographers Guilds struck

a Map of the Empire whose size was that of the Empire, and which coin-

cided point for point with it. The following Generations, who were not

so fond of the Study of Cartography as their Forebears had been, saw

that that vast Map was Useless, and not without some Pitilessness was

it, that they delivered it up to the Inclemencies of Sun and Winters. [41]

In Borges' story, the map that is the size of the territory must be overlaid onto

the territory to be read, thus necessarily obscuring the territory. At that point,

the citizens of the �ctitious empire have to live in the map, amongst �at lines and

graphical forms rather than fully dimensional buildings, parks, mountains, etc., that

is to say, they must live in a poorer version of reality. One intention of the World-

as-Support (WaS) paradigm is to remove the digital divider implicit in other AMVR

paradigms like Window-on-the-World, which risk obscuring the territory much like

Borges' enormous map. We might say that to avoid dividing and obscuring, WaS

puts the map, the overlaid content, into the territory, rather than removing the user

from the territory and trapping them in the map. The intention of this study was to

extend this metaphor to discovery devices, that is, augmenting the territory so it is

conducive to discovery without making visitors feel that they are trapped in a map.

Indeed, visitors responded more negatively when they were surrounded by carto-

graphic elements like arrows, and more positively when accompanied by embodied

elements, like period-appropriate characters that walked amidst and interacted with

the territory onto which they were projected.
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AR Magic Lantern
Guided Interaction

Stakeholder Interview Prompts
The Full-Body Interaction Lab has developed an Augmented Reality tool called the AR Magic
Lantern that allows museums and heritage sites to add virtual content to visitor experiences
using the physical world as a support for projecting the virtual content.

We are currently brainstorming ways to help visitors holding the AR Magic Lantern find authored
content if they are unable to do so on their own. Specifically, it will aim to prevent visitors from
getting lost in areas where no authored content exists, wasting their visit time, and getting
frustrated.

With this in mind, please answer the following questions:

1. What visual cues have you used in the rooms/spaces that house an exhibit to direct a visitor
when the order of the experience matters?

2. If a piece in an exhibit depends on others for background or context, how do you link them?
In other words, how do you help the visitor find and recognize the relationship?

3. What are some traditional and non-traditional ways you have influenced a visitor’s flow
through an exhibit?

4. Do you provide your visitors with audio guides? If so, please explain some of the positive
and negative impacts the guides have or might have on a visitor experience.

5. Based on your own observations, how have human guides influenced a visitor’s experience?
What are some of the best outcomes you have observed and what are some of the worst?

6. How do you evaluate the “success” of a visitor’s experience? Have you ever used a
questionnaire or survey to collect this kind of data?

7. How have you used interactive media in your exhibits in the past?

Now imagine that you are working with the AR Magic Lantern described above for an exhibit.

a) If a visitor holding the lantern has not found any virtual experiences, what kind of content
could the lantern project to help the visitor find something. For example, would you use
symbols, text, animated characters (people, animals, etc) as guides?
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b) A visitor holding the lantern has finished interacting with a virtual experience. She is looking
for a new experience but cannot find one. Again, what sort of content could the lantern
project to help the visitor find the next experience?

Thank you for your expertise and creative input. We will keep you posted as the project
develops!
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Appendix C

BarcinoXR Simulator Screens

Figure 30: Language selection screen
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Figure 31: Introduction screen

Figure 32: Keyboard instructions appear and remain until spacebar is pressed.
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Figure 33: First artifact is visible by walking forward from initial position.

Figure 34: Ruins scanned using 3D mesh reconstruction app "display.land" at the
Museum of the History of Barcelona.
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Figure 35: Some projected content was animated and depicted activities that may
have occurred in that location within the ancient Roman city. For example, these
ruins were identi�ed as a fullonica or laundry facility, where workers would have
taken clothing from the pools below and hung them to dry on racks above them.

Figure 36: Participants in the explicit semaphore group saw green arrows projected
on the walls and ruins suggesting a direction to explore.
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Figure 37: Participants in the embodied agents group saw a Roman child projected
on the walls and ruins suggesting a direction to explore.

Figure 38: When the participant pressed the "Q" key, indicating they wanted to
leave, they were shown this screen giving them the opportunity to return to the
simulation or proceed to the questionnaire.
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Figure 39: If the participant chooses to leave the simulation, they are shown this
screen informing them that the trial is not complete until the questionnaire is com-
pleted. After a short pause, it opens the browser on the participant's computer to
the post-trial questionnaire page. Additional instructions are included in case the
automatic redirect fails.
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